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Institutional Repositories at 
University of Edinburgh: a history
Two Jisc funded projects 2002-2004 led to 
the creation of the Edinburgh Research 
Archive (ERA) using DSpace open source 
software. The first submission was 21st
October 2003
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/ in 2016 running DSpace 4.2 with Mirage2 UI 
Pure CRIS
• Pure was introduced at the University of 
Edinburgh in August 2011 
• REF return and connection to core systems, 
e.g. finance, users 
• Pure is NOT connected to Dspace




• Mandated theses submissions
• Non REF submit-able material
• Google Indexing & Google Scholar
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Digitisation
Continued growth of ERA due to digitisation of 
historical theses
1. 250 New College theses (catalogued 2012, 
digitised 2015)
2. 5000 science and engineering theses (2015)
3. 25,000 theses (2016-2018)
– From 1900 to the present day
– Hand-written and typed (typed theses are OCR-ed)
– First 80 uploaded into ERA last week




What is a repository?
Metadata and Files
Files are (optional)
At its most basic definition
Repositories therefore 
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Repository as a Service
• Easy to import content
• Configuration of front-end metadata
• Set-up of customised user interface
• Quick turn-around
• Collaboration with collection curators
https://journals.tdl.org/jodi/index.php/jodi/article/view/5872
Digital Preservation:
ArchivesSpace, Archivematica and DSpace Integration
Image from Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0cEQmi4CGibdkdaTFpTWnMwcTA/view, 
more on their project at http://archival-integration.blogspot.co.uk/
Conclusion
Sustainability has been achieved through:
– Reuse of infrastructure
– Reuse of software
– Diversification of content
– New integrations (reducing risk)
